It has been a month since my relatives from Bradford visited us here in Manchester. Our usual routine if they come
to spend the holidays with us is to go to the gym to work out, to run on the treadmill and play ping pong. The best part
of the workout, which we enjoy the most, is swimming afterwards. We get relaxed at the jacuzzi and then get hot and
sweaty inside the sauna. It is a good exercise and offers relaxation after a stressful day of work. We have so much fun
in the gym.

We arrived home around 8:00 pm after having a good round of walk in Manchester City Stadium. We were lucky to see
the Manchester City football team; they had a match against Roma, so crowds were flooding in the streets. There were
about a thousand spectators coming to watch the game who walked past us.

At home I prepared the meal. We had candlelights and red wine to enjoy while having our soup, vegetable salad and
chicken for dinner; mango smoothies were the final dessert.

After the meal we chatted about the economy, healthcare, jobs, business, and technology in the U.K. I have learned a
lot from Albert, my aunt's husband. He is an economist.

Albert explained to me that he was struggling with his PC. It was a brand new PC. It had a touchscreen and the laptop
was thin and powerful. Albert's problem was not the laptop. As it turns out, his problem was Windows. The computer
came with Windows 8. He already wasted a lot of money because shops exploited him. He did not even have an office
suite installed. The computer was useless. He hardly used it. He hardly even had any files on it.

I then explained to Albert about GNU/Linux. I told him about Stallman and GNU. I also told him about the dirty tricks
of Microsoft and about the true Bill Gates, including his involvement in GMO. Albert listened to me and he wanted to
know more. I hope he learned something from me, just as I had learned from him.

The following morning I asked my husband for help. He was working all night and in the morning he was available to
help Albert. Based on Roy's analysis, the machine was full of malware or some other mess. It was almost impossible to
do anything with it. Windows 8 was hard to work with and it was hardly even possible to download and install a
program like LibreOffice. The interface was confusing. It took ages to do very simple things.

Albert insisted that we should install GNU/Linux, but we didn't have a recent version of a distro at that time. Either
way, Albert was so frustrated with Windows that he was willing to throw it all down the drain, along with his files.

This was my first time seeing Windows 8. I usually use Android or KDE. Microsoft Windows has become full of pop-
ups, spam, marketing and other garbage. I am glad to use GNU/Linux and Albert will soon join us. By all means,
Albert now wants to use Open Source and he already learns how to use LibreOffice. ?
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